(
R e c e i v e d2 6 February 1941) In 1937 Dr H. Wilman and I (Finch and Wilman 1937) first drew atte n tion to a new effect consisting in the occurrence of broad bands or areas of blackening in electron diffraction transmission patterns obtained from crystals of organic compounds such as long-chain hydrocarbons and poly cyclic aromatic compounds. We found th a t the position of these diffuse areas corresponded to the arrangement and separation of the carbon atoms in the molecules.
Subsequently, in collaboration with Dr A. Charlesby (1939), we were able to show th a t this diffuse-area pattern appeared to be due to molecules which, though orientated with respect to the beam in accordance with the crystal orientation, nevertheless bore no definite phase relationship to each other, and this pattern thus resembled th a t of a gaseous stream of orientated molecules. We found th a t this lack of phase relationship could be explained on the assumption that, due to therm al agitation, the individual molecules were displaced from their mean position in a random fashion, there being no connexion between the displacement of adjacent molecules. The expres sion for the diffracted beam intensity can be w ritten
where A 2 -\-B2 is the structure factor for the complete unit cell, whereas A 2 + Bp is the structure factor for each independently moving group or molecule. < j> is the phase angle introduced by the motion of each molecule from its mean position and hence depends on the direction of the emergent and incident beams, as well as on the amplitude of motion. The factor (cos (f))2 is a thermal factor, decreasing the spot intensity a t increasing dis tances from the central spot. On the other hand, 1 -cos2 (f> increases with the distance. The pattern thus consists of a spot pattern modified by a thermal factor, and also of a diffuse area pattern corresponding to the orientation of the individual molecules in the crystal, the latter p art of the pattern being such th at the intensity near the central spot is very small, bu t increases to a finite limit on receding away from the central spot.
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The calculation of the quantity (cos 0)2 was carried out with certain assumptions (restoring force proportional to displacement, molecules vi brating independently and using Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics) and leads to the value ------/ 167r2sin20 (cos <j>f = exp ^--------------y j similar to that obtained by Debye in his initial work on strongly bound lattices. A different type of distribution law would not, however, alter the above conclusions.
For true Bragg spots h, k and l must all be integers, and the resultant intensity of the spots will be proportional to the square, of the number of unit cells. In certain cases (e.g. electron diffraction transmission patterns) not all three indices will be simultaneously integral, and the spot intensity will depend on the number N of unit cells to a power between 1 and 2. The diffuse pattern intensity will however be accurately proportional to N . The ratio of the intensity of spot and diffuse area patterns increases with increasing number of unit cells, and thus with increasing crystal thickness the diffuse area effect will become less clear. This presumably accounts for the fact th at the diffuse area pattern has not so far been obtained with X-rays. Nevertheless it is felt that, subject to suitable preparation of specimens, they should be observable.
From a comparison between the patterns found by X-rays and electron diffraction the following factors emerge.
(а) In electron diffraction the diffuse pattern is directly associated with the orientation of the individual molecules. This does not appear to be the case with the X-ray pattern.
(б) Both effects depend on imperfections produced in the crystal lattice by thermal agitation. Depending on the strength of the intermolecular forces the real physical units (molecules or blocks) of the structure will either move as virtually independent groups, or else as strongly coupled groups with strong mutual interaction. Where a diffuse pattern of molecular origin appears intermolecular forces must be slight. Where the diffuse pattern on the other hand does not appear to be related to the orientation and structure of the molecules the inter-unit forces must be more appreciable.
